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Who should use this document? 

This document is designed to provide information about Insta-Mold products 
for those wishing to start an Insta-Mold re-selling business. 

This document applies to the UK and Ireland. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd 

9 Field End, Bideford, Devon, EX39 3SH 

T:  0845 653 0233 

E:  info@soundguard.co.uk  

W:  www.soundguard.co.uk  

W:  www.instamold.co.uk  

T:  @InstaMoldUK     

T:  @SoundguardUK 

mailto:info@soundguard.co.uk
http://www.soundguard.co.uk/
http://www.instamold.co.uk/
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What is Insta-Mold®? 

Insta-Mold is a CE certified ‘direct moulded’ custom ear protection product. 
The floating medical grade instant silicone is available in 12 colour 
combinations, is provided with a hygienic gloss coat finish and is supplied with 
a storage pouch, cleaning brush and client care instructions. Turnaround times 
can be as little as 2 hours from start to finish when made on-site. 

     

Who developed Insta-Mold®? 

Insta-Mold was established in 1970, by Sydney M. 
Gurschkov, Ph.D.  Combining a chemistry 
background with his experience as a certified 
hearing aid dispenser, he developed The Insta-Mold 
process for instant custom ear moulds and 
earplugs.  

In 1971, Audiologist, Garry G. Gordon, M.S. 
launched his American company E.A.R. Inc. which 
at that time supported Americas major 
corporations in complying with state and federal 
noise regulations.    

It wasn’t long before these guys met and combined 
their professional talents to research and 
manufacture the use of these silicones in the 
hearing industry. Insta-Mold gained international 
recognition and worldwide marketing began. 

Growing European demand for Insta-Mold has 
resulted in Garry Gordon’s daughter, Hollyn 
Gordon, along with partner Patrick Keller, 
establishing 2pluxx GmbH to assist with 
streamlining the products to European consumers. 
2pluxx GmbH hold the exclusive European 
distributorship (Supplier) and are based in Zurich, 
Switzerland. 
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Who supplies Insta-Mold® in the UK? 

The exclusive UK & Ireland Distributer of the Insta-Mold products and 
associated accessories is Soundguard Acoustics Ltd (Distributer). Within the UK 
& Ireland audiologists, healthcare professionals, occupational nurses, 
audiology supply outlets and individuals with the correct experience and 
qualification can become an ‘Agent’ of Insta-Mold hearing protection products.  

The UK & Ireland Distribution of Insta-Mold is run by Rob Shaddick, a former 
NHS Audiologist and now Acoustic Consultant. Rob originally became involved 
with Insta-Mold products in 2003 when he used the product to develop a 
water sport custom earplug called ‘Surfplugs’ as a prevention of his own 
Surfers Ear condition. Surfplugs quickly gain success and are now distributed 
worldwide.  

Insta-Mold now holds CE certification as a hearing protector to meet European 
Law and is quickly gaining popularity in Europe. Rob has maintained links with 
the product developers and through the European suppliers, 2pluxx GmbH, his 
company, Soundguard Acoustics Ltd, secured the exclusive UK & Ireland 
Distributer rights for Insta-Mold products in 2013.  
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So what’s so great about Insta-Mold®? 

The clue is in the name, it’s instant! Custom made hearing protection, using 
Insta-Mold, can be made in a fraction of the time, whilst on site with clients, at 
events and shows and it still meet all CE safety standards. In addition the 
colour range and the design of the products ensure a custom hearing 
protection product that is comfortable and really makes a statement! 

The product can be varied depending on the individual requirement. The Insta-
Mold full shell can be supplied filtered for industrial situations or leisure to 
maintain communication in use or as a full shell (un-filtered) which may be 
more suitable for swimming and some sport. The Insta-Mold can be also be 
provided as a filtered CIC (Complete-In-Canal) which will offer further comfort, 
more discrete protection, and is especially useful for sleeping. 

 Instant moulded ear protection 

 Fast turnaround (within hours) 

 Long standing comfort 

 True elastomers, flexible moulds move with ear canal & maintain seal 

 Conforms to CE certification and European industry safety standards 

 Outstanding Noise Reduction Rating results 

 Floating, hypo-allergenic, non-toxic  medical grade silicone 

 Shore A rating 35, robust, tear resistant and gloss coat finish 

 Available in a wide colour range and finish effects 

 Filter and safety leash options 

 No mechanical moving parts, very robust design, virtually non-shrinkable 

 Metal detectable tracer options for food and drink industries 

 Supplied with pouch, instructions and cleaning tools 

 Easy to clean and maintain 

 Life expectancy of up to 4 years 
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Who can use Insta-Mold®? 

 

 Industrial applications 

 Motor Cycling 

 Motor Sports 

 Shooting 

 Construction 

 Musicians 

 Festivals 

 Sleeping 

 Surfing 

 Swimming 

 Kite Surfing 

 Wind Surfing 

 Kayaking 

 Canoeing 

 Wake Boarding 

 Water Skiing 

 Paddle Board 

 Snorkelling 

 Surf Instructors 

 Coasteering  

 Saunas & Hot Tubs 

 Open-top Cars 

 

When is Insta-Mold® not recommended? 

Although children can be fitted with Insta-Mold it is unlikely that this becomes 
financially viable due to the developing size of their ears. Young children would 
need new pairs every 6 – 12 months. To maintain an ethical approach to 
business it should be made clear to the customer at the point of sale that 
where children are to be fitted with Insta-Mold products then earlier upgrade 
(as the ear anatomy changes) will be necessary.  

Insta-Mold is NOT suitable for SCUBA diving or free diving & should not be 
used for this type of sport. 
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Insta-Mold® protection & safety features? 

Insta-Mold is a fully certified CE marked product for the use of Hearing 
Protection in Europe and conforms to BS EN 352-2:2002 (Hearing protectors, 
Safety requirement and testing. Ear-plugs). The Insta-Mold solid full shell will 
provide an SNR value of 29dB. The Insta-Mold filtered full shell will provide an 
SNR value of 21dB and the Insta-Mold filtered CIC will provide an SNR value of 
20dB. Full details and the frequency characteristics of each model are provided 
in Annex 2. 

Insta-Mold can be supplied with a safety leash (with optional breakaway for 
industrial applications) and metal tracer balls and tracer leash for the food and 
drinks industry. They can be supplied filtered or un-filtered. Everything you 
need for your type of sport, interest or industrial safety requirement.  

    

   

Fully CE certified hearing protection 

Metal tracer ball option for food 
& drinks industry 

Colour options, 
colour combinations 
& styles available 

Medical grade, robust, 
floating, non-shrinking, 
Insta-Mold silicones 

Break away safety 
leash, colour codes 
for Right and Left 

Hygienic lacquer 
coated finish, 
turnaround time in 
as little as 2 hours 

Standard or metal traceable leashes 
for the food & drinks industry 

Filter options to maintain 
communication SNR 

21/29dB 
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Insta-Mold® and medical ear conditions: 

For any Custom Ear Protection product further advice and caution may be 
necessary where the individual has undergone previous ear surgery, has 
evidence of infected or discharging ears, large perforations, grommets, 
mastoids or similar.  

The experience of the audiologist or the trained individual undertaking the 
procedure is relied upon to ensure that it is safe to proceed with an ear 
impression. Where further concern exists, or where the ear examination has 
raised any point of concern, then referral or the advice of their GP should be 
sought before proceeding with ear impressions.  

 

 

 

How quickly can I get protected with Insta-Mold®? 

The leading benefit of Insta-Mold is fast turnaround time. The product can be 
made by Agents at shows, events and on industrial sites to provide a 
turnaround within a few hours. However, where the product is taken away to 
be finished it is expected that our Agents provide a turnaround time within 7 
to 10 days. Insta-Mold is sold with the benefit of fast turnaround times and 
longer turnaround times are discouraged. 
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Insta-Mold® - style and hearing protection: 

Insta-Mold is provided in a range of 11 colours and a glow in the dark option. 
Single colours or twin and triple colour combinations can be used to create eye 
catching designs and the base colours can also be combined to create further 
shades and skin tones. When combining the diverse colour range with 
variations in colour ratio mix quantity and swirl effects then true customized 
individual design that really make a statement can be achieved. Examples are 
shown in the gallery, Annex 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colours are indicative only and variation in shade from this colour chart may occur. 

 

Mixing Insta-Mold® colours to create new colours:  

Colours can be combined and mixed in various ratios to lighten, darken and 
create new colour ranges. Each pot of Insta-Mold is marked with a batch 
number and the colour and the hardener will be supplied with matching batch 
numbers. The batch numbers indicate matched curing times for the products 
and subtle curing times may occur between batches. When combining colours 
to form new shades or colours it is recommended that no more than three 
batch numbers between an A side and a B side are used to maintain the curing 
times and warranty of the product.  

 

 

 

 

BLACK 
 

WHITE YELLOW GREEN 

BLUE 
 

RED ORANGE PINK 

PURPLE 
 

BROWN TAN GLOW IN DARK 
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What is the lifetime & warranty of Insta-Mold® products? 

Insta-Mold is a custom product and will be subject to natural anatomical 
changes within the individual’s ears. The expected typical lifetime of Insta-
Mold Custom Hearing Protectors is 3 to 4 years with the degree of fit affected 
by the shape of the individual ear. Insta-Mold does not deteriorate significantly 
and where the ear shape remains stable the fit of the Insta-Mold may extend 
beyond this typical time period. Each Insta-Mold product is guaranteed for 1 
year but is not guaranteed against loss. 

 

What is the RRP of Insta-Mold® products? 

Insta-Mold custom hearing protection products have a Recommended Retail 
Price (RRP) as provided in our price list. Insta-Mold encourages a clear pricing 
strategy and suggests that colours are included with this price. As a guideline 
leashes can be added for additional cost. By including multi colour options 
within the RRP then you can make promote a product that stands out and 
advertises itself to others. 

It is considered that the pricing strategy provided within the price lists is 
achievable within the UK and Ireland market and we do not encourage heavy 
discounting of these prices between our Agents. Insta-Mold is a quality 
product that demands a reasonable RRP and clear pricing is encouraged. All 
prices within our documents are quoted in UK pounds sterling. 

   

Will Insta-Mold® make me profit? 

Yes, based upon UK pricing the raw 
materials the profit margins for a set of 
Insta-Mold Solid Full Shell and Insta-
Mold Filtered Full Shell with an without 
safety leashes have been provided in 
our trade price list. Based upon the 
basic full shell and a filtered full shell 
with leash the Agents can achieve good 
profits margins per sale.  
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How do I become an Agent and start my Insta-Mold® business? 

Within the UK and Ireland Insta-Mold is available as a raw material with all the 
accessories you will need to make Insta-Mold CE certified hearing protection 
products that you are then able to manufacture and provide to your 
employees.  

The use of Insta-Mold to make direct moulded custom hearing protection 
requires that the individual undertaking the procedure is suitably qualified and 
experienced with ear impression procedures and ear anatomy (Annex 3).  

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd and 2pluxx GmbH requires that this competence is 
demonstrated through appropriate professional qualification, experience or 
attendance of an accredited ear impression taking course within the UK or 
Ireland. 

Health professionals such as Audiologist, Hearing dispensers, hearing 
therapists, associate audiologists and other healthcare professionals may 
already have suitable competence and insurance and will be able to start 
providing Insta-Mold hearing protection immediately.  

However, the process of ear impressions are not restricted to medically 
qualified staff and any suitable employee can gain the required experience, 
qualification and competence for ear impressions through attendance of short 
one-day BSA accredited ear impression courses within the UK. Contacts are 
provided below: 

 Gloucester  www.seabrookaudiology.co.uk  

 Berkshire  www.maryhare.org.uk  

 Cheshire  www.starkey.co.uk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.seabrookaudiology.co.uk/
http://www.maryhare.org.uk/
http://www.starkey.co.uk/
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Training & competency in using Insta-Mold: 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd can provide on-site training with the product. We 
will demonstrate the use of the Insta-Mold within ear impressions, trimming, 
smoothing and finishing the product ready for your clients.  

Normally one-day on site to train those individuals already competent with ear 
impression procedures is sufficient and our training rates are available within 
the trade price list.  

As part of this training we will ensure that competence is achieved prior to the 
supply of Insta-Mold products either directly or through the QA of supplied 
products from you. 

For on-site training you will need to provide a suitable area that is well 
ventilated and can be used for the manufacturing of Insta-Mold hearing 
protection. Some small amounts of dust and lacquer fumes will occur and 
workshop type areas are best suited to the type of training required. 

 

Agents ear impression insurance: 

It is the responsibility of those 
undertaking ear impression procedures 
to be adequately insured, qualified, 
competent and experienced to 
undertake the procedure. We 
recommend contacting NMJ Insurance 
Brokers Ltd t/as Barry Fenton 
Insurance, Scunthorpe, (Chris Stathers) 
T: 01724 878136 for specific ear 
impression insurance protection.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nmji.co.uk/commercial-insurance/hearingaiddispensers
http://www.nmji.co.uk/commercial-insurance/hearingaiddispensers
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Agent product Quality Assurance: 

In order to ensure that all of our agents are suitably competent with the Insta-
Mold product we request that each agent provides us with an example of a 
completed Insta-Mold filtered full shell and a filtered CIC earplug for quality 
assurance (QA). It is a requirement that Insta-Mold products follow a strict 
manufacturing process to maintain the CE certification within Europe and for 
use as a hearing protector. 

An Insta-Mold starter pack is available which will include a colour range of the 
Insta-Mold silicone in smaller pot quantities, O-Rings, coating lacquer, 
pouches, instructions and leashes to make approximately 30 complete un-
filtered pairs of the product. This is provided with printed instructions and 
video links for making Insta-Mold hearing protection products. Alternatively 
Soundguard Acoustics can provide supportive training where required at your 
site, contact us for quotation. 

Once the agent is deemed competent and has provided evidence of their 
insurance and signed the acceptance form (Included with the pack) then the 
Agents details will be added to the www.instamold.co.uk website and the 
product literature. In addition 2pluxx will make contact with the Agent and 
release the CE authorized certificates for the Insta-Mold products. 

A brief guide to the manufacturing of Insta-Mold products is provided in Annex 
4 and full supportive advice and training where required can be arranged 
through Soundguard Acoustics Ltd or similar outlets at cost. 

 

Agent responsibility & client care: 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd or 2pluxx GmbH accepts no responsibility for the 
actions of individuals for any injury resulting from the ear impression or use of 
the Insta-Mold product. Each individual undertaking ear impressions must 
make themselves fully aware of the product and its uses and carry appropriate 
PI Insurance by a recognised provider.  

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@soundguard.co.uk
http://www.instamold.co.uk/
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Agents ethical trading: 

We expect our Agents to behave ethically. It is a requirement that the Insta-
Mold product is promoted in accordance with its use, it is promoted at a 
reasonable RRP and it is promoted as Insta-Mold using the correct description 
and client care instruction with the product.  

Where it is considered that our Agents are not using or promoting the product 
in accordance with these instructions or where the Agent is offering a poor 
quality of service, a poorly made product, is not observing the CE requirement 
or is not operating their business in an ethical way then Soundguard Acoustics 
Ltd and 2pluxx GmbH reserve the right to withdraw the supply of Insta-Mold 
products to the Agent. 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd will display links and contact details of all of our 
Agents within the UK and Ireland on the www.InstaMold.co.uk website along 
with each Agents geographical location. 

 

Can Agents use the Insta-Mold® name?  

Yes, we encourage our Agents to use and promote the 2pluxx GmbH Insta-
Mold product and logo’s on their websites and literature. Insta-Mold is a 
registered trademark of Insta-Mold Products inc. and our Agents are welcome 
to use the name to promote Insta-Mold products. The name may not be used 
in conjunction with any other type of hearing protection or product. Logos and 
images can be provided on request. 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd will display links and contact details of all of our 
Agents within in the UK and Ireland on the www.InstaMold.co.uk website 
along with each Agents geographical location. 

 

How can I tell the world about Insta-Mold®? 

We encourage our Agents to promote the Insta-Mold product through forums, 
Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, Google+, editorial in media as well as dedicated 
clinics and events such as shooting grounds and motor sport events. Each 
Agent is responsible for personal advertising and promotion and as long as the 
product is displayed and promoted in accordance with the CE requirements.  

 

http://www.instamold.co.uk/
http://www.instamold.co.uk/
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Geographical coverage: 

No Agent has claim to any 
geographical region with the UK 
or Ireland. There are no 
agreements for particular areas 
and every Agent is free to roam as 
widely as they wish to sell their 
product or service any contract 
lead they may have. Soundguard 
Acoustics Ltd will display links and 
contact details of all of our Agents 
within in the UK and Ireland on 
the www.InstaMold.co.uk website 
along with each Agents 
geographical location. 

 

Referral within the UK and Ireland: 

On occasion Soundguard Acoustics Ltd may receive an enquiry for another part 
of the UK or Ireland. Where it is considered not viable to travel and support 
these individual or smaller contracts then Soundguard Acoustics Ltd will make 
the contact and lead available to an Agent within that geographical region.  

Other UK and Ireland agents as well as the Insta-Mold developers and other 
worldwide suppliers are provided in Annex 8. 

 

Prices, shipping and VAT? 

A UK price list and carriage costs are provided in our trade price list. VAT is 
chargeable at the current rate and all prices are quoted in UK pounds sterling. 
UK Pricing will be reviewed periodically and may be altered without notice to 
reflect international currency variations. Soundguard Acoustics Ltd reserves 
the right to alter pricing without notice but will release new price lists if any 
changes have been made. A lead time of 14 days should be expected for orders 
of raw materials. Faster turnaround times may incur further charges. If any 
problems occur with the order then the point of contact will be the UK 
Distributer. 

 

http://www.instamold.co.uk/
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Payment terms? 

Payment must be made in full before by either BACS bank transfer or cheque 
before any product is shipped to the customer. Shipping may be delayed whilst 
waiting for cheques to clear. Credit agreements may be determined once a 
business relationship has been established. 

 

Who sends me my Insta-Mold® products? 

On receipt of an order Soundguard Acoustics Ltd will arrange for the material 
and products to be shipped directly from 2pluxx GmbH to the Agent. This is to 
avoid double handling by Soundguard Acoustics Ltd and further delay by the 
UK and Ireland Postal system. All import duty and taxes will be pre-paid by 
Soundguard Acoustics Ltd. The Agent will not receive any other payment 
charges other than those arranged at the point of sale. A lead time of 14 days 
should be expected for orders. Faster turnaround times may incur further 
charges. If any problems occur with the order then the point of contact will be 
the UK Distributer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd 

9 Field End, Bideford, Devon, EX39 3SH 

T:  0845 653 0233 

E:  info@soundguard.co.uk  

W:  www.soundguard.co.uk  

W:  www.instamold.co.uk  

T:  @InstaMoldUK     

T:  @SoundguardUK 

 

mailto:info@soundguard.co.uk
http://www.soundguard.co.uk/
http://www.instamold.co.uk/
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Annex 1: Gallery and Colour Options: 
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Annex 2: Insta-Mold Sound Attenuation: 

 

INSTA-MOLD® SOLID FULL SHELL 
 

 Frequency (Hz) 

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 

Average 26.5 27.9 26.2 28.7 28.8 32.9 40.6 37.9 

Std Dev 8.0 5.6 5.1 4.3 4.3 3.4 5.0 6.1 

APV(dB) 18.5 22.3 21.1 24.4 24.5 29.5 35.6 31.8 

 H(dB) 30.0 M (dB) 25.6 L (dB) 23.5 SNR (dB) 29.0 

 

 

INSTA-MOLD® FILTERED FULL SHELL 
 

 Frequency (Hz) 

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 

Average 13.4 13.3 14.0 18.8 24.6 29.5 37.4 31.0 

Std Dev 6.5 6.0 4.7 3.8 3.5 5.1 4.6 7.2 

APV(dB) 6.9 7.3 9.3 15.0 21.1 24.4 32.8 23.8 

 H(dB) 25.2 M (dB) 18.2 L (dB) 12.1 SNR (dB) 21.3 

 

 

INSTA-MOLD® FILTERED CIC 
 

 Frequency (Hz) 

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 

Average 11.9 11.5 12.7 18.3 24.1 30.5 35.7 26.6 

Std Dev 5.8 4.2 4.1 3.7 4.8 3.5 3.5 6.9 

APV(dB) 6.1 7.3 8.6 14.6 19.3 27.0 32.3 19.8 

 H(dB) 24.3 M (dB) 17.4 L (dB) 11.7 SNR (dB) 20.4 
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Annex 3: What do I need to get started?  

 

EAR IMPRESSION: 

 Otoscope & disposable ear examination tips 

 Otolight & removable tips 

 Otoblocks in various sizes 

 Ear impression syringes 

 Wipes, hand gels, tissues 

 Quantity spoons 
 

MANUFACTURE / TOOLS: 

 Dremel hand held drill and polishing wheels  

 Dust masks 

 Fume mask 

 Dipping pots 

 Mounting spikes & base 

 Heat lamp 

 Boring tool set / filter fitting tool 

 Eliptical punch 

 Dental tools / scissors / scalpels 
 

MANUFACTURING RAW MATERIALS: 

 Insta-Mold FW Silicones (colour range) 

 Inhibitor 

 ClearKote lacquer 

 O-Rings 

 Left / Right identa tabs 

 Safety Leashes 

 Tubing 

 Acoustic filters 
 

SUPPLY / PRESENTATION: 

 Presentation case 

 Care & fitting instructions 
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Annex 4: Insta-Mold Ear Impressions: 

 

Insta-Mold impressions should be semi-deep to include the second bend of the 
ear (A) & the entire concha, helix & tragal notch (pay particular attention to 
filling the upper helix/crus portion (B) of the impression).  

To achieve a snug fit we recommend that 
the Insta-Mold material is also pushed 
gently into the ear. Avoid overfilling the 
ear (as would occur with a standard 
impression) and smooth the face of the 
Insta-Mold earplug as this will represent 
the final finish. Where a problem with the 
Insta-Mold impression is evident, then it 
becomes the responsibility of the Agent 
to repeat the Insta-Mold impression to 
ensure a good fit and a quality Insta-Mold 
product.  

Fit O-Rings as required before the material hardens and smooth the impression 
around the O-Ring insert. 

The health of the patient during impression taking is the responsibility of the 
individual undertaking the impressions. Recommended procedures must be 
followed and the Agent must be appropriately insured, qualified and 
experienced to undertake the procedure safely. The Agent accepts all 
responsibility during impression taking and 2pluxx GmbH and Soundguard 
Acoustics Ltd will not be held accountable for any unfortunate incidents or 
damage as a result of inappropriate impression procedures. 
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Annex 5: A brief guide to making Insta-Mold custom ear protection: 

 

1. Examine the ear and ensure it is safe to proceed 
2. Apply otostop at a depth to ensure impression will reach 2nd bend 
3. Use the measuring spoons to define the amount of Part A and B of Insta-Mold 
4. Mix Parts A and B of the Insta-Mold colours 50/50  
5. When 2 colours are required then use a 25/25 mix for colour one and 25/25 for colour two 
6. Mix colours independently  
7. Add mixed Insta-Mold to ear impression syringe  
8. Inject slowly into the ear (to avoid bubbles) and fill all portions of the ear 
9. Smooth the face of the impression and push gently into the ear 
10. Add O-Ring handles as appropriate (ensure they are set within the material) 
11. Allow to set (approximately 5 minutes) 
12. Remove and inspect Insta-Mold for any imperfections 
13. Small voids can be filled using a matching colour mixed 50/50 
14. Trim the canal just short of the second bend 
15. Smooth the cut canal section and any imperfections or rough edges with the buffing tool 
16. Add identa tables or similar as appropriate 
17. Mount the Insta-Mold plug on cocktail stick or similar ready for lacquer 
18.  Apply first coat of lacquer and allow to set 
19. Add a further TWO coats of lacquer so that THREE in total have been applied 
20. Gently cut away the mounting stick and use a dab of lacquer to cover the hole 
21. Add cords as required 
22. Package in supplied presentation wallet with brush and client instructions 

 

IMPORTANT: in order to maintain the CE certification the final product must 
be referred to as: Insta-Mold Solid Full Shell, Insta-Mold Filtered Full Shell or 
Insta-Mold Filtered CIC as appropriate. The product must be supplied in the 
2Plux GmbH presentation wallets and with the fitting instruction and care 
leaflet. The product must be identified with a red (right) and blue (left) marker 
or similar. The product must be manufactured using only Insta-Mold FW 
silicones and finished with three coats of ClearKote lacquer. Further advice and 
training can be sought directly from the UK Distributer at cost. 
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Annex 6: Agents Details & Agreement: 

Business Name: 
 

 

Business Address: 
 
 
 
 

 

Contact name: 
 

 

Email: 
 

 

Mobile: 
 

 

Landline: 
 

 

Twitter: 
 

 

Qualifications: 
 
 

 

PI Insurance: 
 
 

 

Professional 
Memberships: 

 

Expected business 
sectors for Insta-Mold: 

Industry   |  Shooting   |  Motorsport  |  Water Sport  |  Music  |  Other 

Expected turnaround 
time for Insta-Mold: 

 

Expected monthly sales 
of Insta-Mold: 

 

 
The Agent accepts all responsibility for impression procedures. The Agent will follow recommended impression 
taking procedure and is appropriately qualified, appropriately insured and sufficiently experienced to 
undertake impressions safely. The Agent agrees that insurance and personal development will be maintained 
and that changes in circumstance or contact details will be made in writing to Soundguard Acoustics Ltd. The 
Agent understands and acknowledges the product and recognises where the provision of Insta-Mold is 
appropriate. The Agent will run the business ethically and will ensure that all standards are followed and that 
the Insta-Mold products will be manufactured according to the requirements to ensure the CE safety standard 
and will be made to a high quality standard. The Agent recognises that Insta-Mold silicone, lacquers, 
accessories, cords, pouches and client care instructions are required to meet the required CE safety standard. 

 

Signature: 
 

 

Name: 
 

 

Date: 
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Annex 7: Insta-Mold® outlets and Agents:  

 

Insta-Mold product developers: 

Insta-Mold Products Inc.  www.instamold.com  

EAR Inc.     www.EARinc.com    @earplugsforyou 

 

UK & Ireland Agents: 

Insta-Mold UK    www.instamold.co.uk   @InstaMoldUK 

Soundguard Acoustics Ltd  www.soundguard.co.uk   @SoundguardUK 

Surfplugs    www.surfplugs.co.uk    @Surfplugs 

BarrEar     www.barrEar.co.uk   @barrear1 

 

Suppliers & Regional Distributers: 

2pluxx GmbH EU Supplier  www.2pluxx.ch    @2pluxx 

Distributer UK & Ireland  www.instamold.co.uk   @InstaMoldUK   

Distributer Australia   www.earmold.com.au  

Distributer Sweden    www.earpro.se  

Distributer Japan   www.meilleur.co.jp  

 

http://www.instamold.com/
http://www.earinc.com/
http://www.instamold.co.uk/
http://www.soundguard.co.uk/
http://www.surfplugs.co.uk/
http://www.barrear.co.uk/
http://www.2pluxx.ch/
http://www.instamold.co.uk/
http://www.earmold.com.au/
http://www.earpro.se/
http://www.meilleur.co.jp/

